GMC 4643-13 applicant/s correspondence to
and from USA, Canada, UK, RSA & Norway
Police, Prosecutors/District Attorneys & Courts:
Re: Filing of Fraud & Perjury Charges against Brad
Blanton, Radical Honesty Enterprises & Trainers [PDF]

Maryland [PDF]:
Apologies to Individuals
Anne Arundel Co: Ft Meade: Timothy James McVeigh [PDF]
Last Updated: 24 December 2015

Please Note: As per the refusal of Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty trainers to
honourably resolve issues in dispute in GMC 4643-13: Lara Johnstone et al v
Brad Blanton et al; as of 17 October 2013: Lara Johnstone is a member of the
Radical Honoursty culture; and no longer has any membership or any other
current association with the Radical Honesty community – cult – religion or
whatever it is they consider themselves to be.

Anne Arundel Co: Ft
Meade:
Col Brian Foley:
Timothy James McVeigh

To: Timothy McVeigh [RH Fraud: MD PDF & OK PDF]
CC: Oklahoma City bombing prosecutor, victims & co-defendants [OKC Bomb info PDF]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 2:11 PM
Subject: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult
Subsequent correspondence to OKC Prosecutors & Accused Counsel Re: Justice Quartus
de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy guarantee terms; can be found at:
(i)
Ecology of Peace culture correspondence regarding the Oklahoma City Bombing
and the faked execution of Timothy James McVeigh [PDF]: Pres GW Bush &
SecDef D Rumsfeld: Faked Execution & Pardon of OKC Bomber: Timothy James
McVeigh: Terms of Agreement [PDF]; and
(ii)
GMC 5048-15 Applicants correspondence Re: 04 December Notice of Current
Status of Negotiations: Search for Culturally Sensitive Assistance of Counsel for
Respondent [PDF]

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 2:38 PM
To: 'via: Col Edward C. Rothstein'
Subject: FW: Edit: RE: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult

Col Edward C. Rothstein (edward.c.rothstein.mil@mail.mil)
Sorry. Added forgot to change the email header; by removing Valerie and adding your email
address; so Valerie’s was again returned. Apologies.
Lara Johnstone

________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 2:11 PM
To: 'Timothy Truthseeker'; 'DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco'
Cc: 'Dr. Brad Blanton'; 'Radical Honesty: Mike Lewinski'; 'Donald Rumsfeld'; 'Governor Gray Davis
Ret'; 'Beth A Wilkinson'; 'Stephen Jones'; 'Rob Nigh'; 'Michael Tigar'; 'Kevin Cousins'; 'Tulsa Attorney:
Kevin Adams'; 'Buffalo News: Lou Michel'; 'Dan Herbeck'; 'Valerie Andrews'
Subject: Edit: RE: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult

Timothy James McVeigh
National Security Agency
Ft George C Mead
Anne Arundel Co, Maryland
Timothy Truthseeker (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com)
via: Lisa Monaco
Asst Att. General for National Security
National Security Division
DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco (nsd.public@usdoj.gov)
CC: Brad Blanton & Radical Honesty

Dr. Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Radical Honesty: Mike Lewinski
(support@radicalhonesty.com)
CC: Officials confirming Faked Execution of Timothy McVeigh
Pres GW Bush & Secretary of Defense: via Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com)
Governor Gray Davis Ret (gdavis@loeb.com)
CC: OKC Bombing Accused Prosecutor & Investigators
Beth A Wilkinson (bwilkinson@paulweiss.com)
CC: OKC Bombing Accused: Timothy McVeigh & Terry Nichols Counsel
Stephen Jones (sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com); Rob Nigh (rnigh@brewsterlaw.com); Michael
Tigar (mtigar@wcl.american.edu).
CC: OKC Bombing Accused: Michael Fortier:
Mr. Michael Fortier via Michael G Mcguire via Tulsa Co Bar Assoc Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins
(kevinc@tulsabar.com); Tulsa Attorney: Kevin Adams (Lawyeradams@me.com)
CC: McVeigh Family:
Bill McVeigh & McVeigh Family via Buffalo News: Lou Michel (lmichel@buffnews.com); Dan
Herbeck (dherbeck@buffnews.com)
CC: Col Brian P Foley
Ft George C Meade Garrison Commander
via: Col Edward C. Rothstein (edward.c.rothstein.mil@mail.mil)
Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult
This is a formal on the record apology for your records; via DoJ: National Security Division:
Asst Attorney General Lisa Monaco; copied for your convenience and transparency to among
others: Ft George Meade Garrison Commander: Col Brian Foley.
I have become aware of information and evidence proving such information as accurate; that
information which I submitted to you; suggesting quasi legal options for helping to resolve
the USA v Timothy McVeigh -- Denver Oklahoma: Criminal Action No. 96-CR-68-M; US
Court of Appeals: Tenth Circuit: No. 98-1247 -- charges against you; were erroneous /
inaccurate.
More specifically and with greater clarity than the original 2001 letter:
In my 2001 letter to President G W Bush and yourself – subsequently deleted from my
laptop by unknown individuals – I requested that Pres Bush give you a stay of execution; so
that you could meet with the Oklahoma City bombing victims; in an alternative venue
interested in the evidence; the whole evidence and nothing but the evidence. I suggested
such an alternative venue to include the founder of Radical Honesty and Radical Honesty
Trainers; to help facilitate honest forgiveness and truthseeking problem solving related to
the causes of the OKC bombing and US foreign policy. Such alternative venue would provide
OKC bombing victims and/or victims and/or critics of US foreign policy who were (a) angry
with you; and/or (b) not being provided answers to their questions by the legal court
proceedings; with the opportunity to (c) express their anger and get over their anger; and
once so done; and/or (d) listen to your justifications. Once they had considered your Ecology
of Peace evidence; they could determine whether your actions were objectively and/or
subjectively legally (a) justified, and if so: acquit you and cooperate with you to address the
root causes of OKC bombing; or (b) unjustified: and convict you and sentence you and me to
death.

Errors:
My belief that Radical Honesty Founder: Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Trainers would
care deeply about helping to facilitate honest forgiveness and truthseeking problem solving
of the -- Masonic War is Peace social contract causes of domestic militarization of police and
foreign policy resource war -- causes of the OKC bombing; were incorrect. They are not
sincere about facilitating honest forgiveness and truthseeking problem solving of the causes
of resource conflict; between members of their own little Radical Honesty cult; let alone
being willing to facilitate honest forgiveness and truthseeking problem solving related to
causes of resource conflict between their cult and other – ethnic, class or religious – cults.
Put simply: I don’t think ‘radical honesty forgiveness’ procedures can work with insincere
parasitic people.
If any ‘radical honesty’ cult members are sincere root cause problem solver truthseekers;
after they have resolved their anger through ‘radical honesty forgiveness’ processes; they
would be quite amenable to sincerely investigating the root causes of whatever it was that
caused their social conflict; and would quickly conclude that the root cause of all religious,
gender, class, and ethnic resource war conflict; is a Masonic War is Peace international law
social contract that allows the worlds citizens the right to breed and consume without any
regard for ecological carrying capacity limits; resulting in resource depletion and scarcity
and religious, gender, class and ethnic resource war conflict. They would then agree to
cooperate and support each other to determine whether it was possible to abolish the
Masonic War is Peace social contract; and replace it with an Ecology of Peace international
law social contract.
Well the radical honesty cult use those radical honesty forgiveness procedures and it ain ’t
helped any of them to get over their anger and confront Ecology of Peace facts reality. That
could mean either (a) radical honesty forgiveness procedures don’t work; or (b) radical honest
forgiveness procedures don’t work on insincere people; who are only pretending to engage in
the process of forgiveness to clean out their minds jail of beliefs; and confront Ecology of
Peace Facts reality.
Ecology of Peace facts reality: 1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans
breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4.
To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national
carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural resource war
conflict; humans must implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that
restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits.
I imagine individuals who are sincere about addressing the root causes of resource war
conflict; may be quite capable of agreeing to Ecology of Peace facts reality; without having to
go through any ‘radical honesty forgiveness’ process of venting their rage; or may have their
own process of getting rid of their minds jail of beliefs. Quite simply some form of cultural
military honour or scientific intellectual integrity; or religious old believers like conscience
may be quite as capable of encouraging an individual to confront Ecology of Peace Facts
reality; if not more so; than ‘radical honesty forgiveness’ procedures.

Corrections to 2001 letter to President G W Bush and yourself :
My current working hypothesis conclusion is that all that is absolutely necessary is for such
an alternative venue would be (a) The ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy’

guarantee prior to the start of proceedings; that if the Judge or Jury finds us guilty; the
Judge shall agree to our EoP cultural mercy preference not to waste taxpayers funds as
prisoners; but the opportunity for us to be granted a two year exile to live together
somewhere quietly in a village in the Siberian or similar wilderness; before th e Red Army
execute us by firing squad and bury us together in unmarked graves in the Siberian
wilderness; (b) The judge and jury’s commitment to the evidence; the whole evidence and
nothing but the evidence; so that both Ecology of Peace and Masonic War is Peace parties
could submit their evidence; for the Judge and/or Jury’s consideration; (c) Once the Judge or
Jury have considered all the Ecology of Peace and Masonic War is Peace evidence; if they
determine that your Ecology of Peace actions were objectively and/or subjectively legally (i)
justified, to acquit you; or (ii) unjustified: to convict you and sentence you and me – as your
EoP Bram Fischer expert witness to the subjective reasonableness of your military necessity
actions -- to death in Siberia; as per ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy’
guarantee.

Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult:
As you are aware; at the time I was a member of the Radical Honesty culture; and sincerely
believed that the founder and trainer members of the Radical Honesty culture were sincere
about honestly resolving the root causes of – race, class, religion – social resource war
conflict.
It has slowly become apparent to me that I was extremely naïve and that Dr. Blanton and
his ‘Radical Honesty’ trainers are not remotely sincere about honestly resolving the root
causes of – race, religion and class – resource war social conflict.
Awakening to Dr. Blanton’s and Radical Honesty cultures fraud has been a slow process;
such as waiting for him to notify South African courts that he wishes to withdraw his expert
witness affidavits – as per my discussion with Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Trainers;
after I filed an application with Norwegian Oslo court in the matter of Norway v Anders
Breivik; on the issue of free and fair trials for everyone, white or black, rich or poor, right
wing or left wing -- and the perjury reasons for his withdrawal of his expert witness
affidavits.

Radical Honesty: ‘Honour’; Cleaning Out Minds Jail of Beliefs:
I really believed that Brad Blanton was a sincere truthseeker; more specifically that he was
sincere about (a) honour and that his definition of honour was based on honesty and a world
where honour and honesty is rewarded with support from the radical honesty community;
and (b) his ‘jail of belief’; that if or when he was confronted with information that proved any
of his working hypothesis conclusions about reality to be incorrect; he would ‘clean out the
trash belief’ in his mind; and let everyone know he had cleaned out the trash belief in his
mind; and replaced it with new more accurate working hypothesis conclusion.
I was profoundly affected to create this working hypothesis that was almost, if not; truly a
belief in Brad’s sincerity about honour and living honourably and honestly; by Brad. I
remember sitting in a workshop and it was near the end of the workshop and Brad was
sobbing like a baby; talking about radical honesty and honour; and that maybe he had not
accomplished much or become a success according to conventional materialist principles of
success; but he had no conscience problems; because he knew he had lived an honourable
life; he had been nothing but brutally honest with people he loved and cared about and
related to; he had not lied to them; he could depart this planet and know: I told the truth to
people I cared about and worked with; irrespective of the consequences and I supported
other truth tellers; and worked with them to create a world where honesty is rewarded.

It was one of the foundations for my willingness to risk so much to support him; to show him
that I sincerely believed that he was sincere about the co-creation of a world where honour
and honesty is rewarded with support from the radical honesty community. I would provide
him with such support; inform the world and people whom I thought may be interested in an
honest and honourable world, about the work he was doing; so that they could cooperate and
we could create a different world; where honesty and honour are rewarded.
I cannot tell you how many times he has regurgitated the importance of getting over the ‘jail
of belief’; that if or when he was confronted with information that proved any of his working
hypothesis conclusions about reality to be incorrect; he would ‘clean out the trash belief’ in
his mind; and let everyone know he had cleaned out the trash belief in his mind; and replace
it with new more accurate working hypothesis conclusion. His books: Radical Honesty; and
Practicing Radical Honesty; and his workshops deal with the issue over and over again.
I was wrong. My repeated efforts to inform Brad Blanton and his Radical Honesty trainers
how and why I considered them to be engaged in fraud; giving them the opportunity to
respond to me and clarify where or how I was in error; were ignored; except for Mike
Lewinsky who responded that Radical Honesty is not about honour, making clear
agreements, keeping those agreements; i.e. fully informed consenting agreements; Radical
Honesty is about living without rules. [Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:53 AM: Correspondence to
support@radicalhonesty.com [PDF]

Re Radical Honesty Honour:
I don’t know if anyone else in the Radical Honesty cult actually ever considered Brad
Blanton to be sincere about honour.
As noted in legal documentation filed on 17 October 2013; I no longer think that Brad
Blanton or any Radical Honesty Trainers are or ever were sincere about honour.
Put simply I don’t think Brad Blanton or Radical Honesty Trainers would be interested in
making fully informed consenting agreements; about cooperating to make rules to live by
that are based upon confronting ecological carrying capacity limits and fully informed
consenting agreements; because they care about honourable living with their fellow cult
members; let alone with members from other cultures, races and religions.
I doubt you’d get them to cooperate to make rules to live by that are based upon confronting
ecological carrying capacity limits and fully informed consenting agreements; if you stuck a
gun to their heads.
Two days ago a seven year old African child pointed a gun at my head. I was walking my
dogs to the forest. When I crossed the road there were a few young African children playing.
They followed me and the dogs and one called to get my attention. ‘Aunty’ he called. So I
stopped and turned around. He was about seven and had a pistol in his hand which he
pointed at my head. It appeared as if he was attempting to play child soldier and intimidate
me infront of his fellow child soldiers. I asked him what he wanted and why he was pointing
a gun at my head; and that he should be careful about pointing a gun at someone; cause
some police officers don’t care about whether you are a child, if you are pointing a gun at
them or someone else; they simply shoot first and put a bullet through your brain and ask
questions later. If you going to point a gun at someone’s head; you better be willing to pull
the trigger or apologize for pointing a gun at their head. He said ‘sorry auntie; its just a
pellet gun’; and stuck it into his trousers. It looked very much like a real pistol to me; but I
didn’t start an argument about whether his gun was real or not. I asked him about what his

mother thought about him having a gun; and where she was. He was a twin. His mother was
dead and he and his brother were living with his grandmother.
I don’t have a gun to stick to anyone’s head; but as overpopulation and overconsumption
collides with declining resources; more and more people; including children; will be sticking
guns to other people’s -- including children’s -- heads.

Re Radical Honesty Cleaning Out Minds Jail of Beliefs:
I don’t know if anyone else in the Radical Honesty cult actually considered Brad Blanton to
be sincere about cleaning out his mind’s jail of fundamentalist beliefs.
I no longer think that Brad Blanton is or ever was sincere about cleaning out his minds jail
of fundamentalist beliefs; and I don’t think any Radical Honesty Trainers are or ever were
sincere about cleaning out their minds jail of fundamentalist beliefs.
They say their primary reality is based on ‘noticing’; but no matter how much information
and evidence you provide Brad Blanton and his Radical Honesty cult trainers that the earth
is not flat; that it is round and that its resources are finite; the more they refuse to include it
in their ‘noticing’ about reality.

Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult Documentation :
A copy of all the documentation and correspondence submitted to (i) United States Federal
Bureau of Investigation, the Police and District Attorney / Prosecutors Offices of the
cities/towns wherein Dr. Blanton and his Radical Honesty trainers reside in USA, United
Kingdom and Canada; and the Police Prosecutors Office’s of George and Capetown; (ii)
individuals whom I have provided similar Formal Apologies to with regard to Dr Blanton
and Radical Honesty culture fraud’s effect on my relationship with them; is available at:
FBI: Brad Blanton & Radical Honesty Fraud.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Ft Meade: Col Foley; DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 6:18 PM
Subject: Copy of Correspondence to Mag Jason Brent & Dignitas: Re: Assisted Suicide

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 6:18 PM & Thursday, December 24, 2015 9:05 PM
To: 'Col Edward C. Rothstein'; 'DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco'
Cc: 'Timothy McVeigh'; Jason G. Brent
Subject: Copy of Correspondence to Mag Jason Brent & Dignitas: Re: Assisted Suicide

Col Brian P Foley
Ft George C Meade Garrison Commander
via: Col Edward C. Rothstein (edward.c.rothstein.mil@mail.mil)
Lisa Monaco
Asst Att. General for National Security
National Security Division
DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco (nsd.public@usdoj.gov)
Transparency Copy of correspondence to Magistrate Brent, Timothy McVeigh and Dignitas :
I’d be happy to copy to the other -- Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of
Radical Honesty Cult [PDF] -- parties; but as far as I am aware none of them give a flying
fuck what I think, write, say or do about any of the Oklahoma City bombing and/or Faked
Execution of Timothy McVeigh information I have shared with them.
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539
South Africa

_______________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Jason G. Brent (jbrent6179@aol.com)
Cc: 'Timothy McVeigh'
Subject: Jason Brent LinkedIn Invitation

Magistrate Jason Brent
Jason Brent LinkedIn Invitation
Thanks for the LinkedIn invitation; but I am not a member of LinkedIn.
By the way; I have shared excerpts of your book: Humans: An Endangered Species with EoP
Applicants [PDF].

I am in the process of attempting to find professional qualified Assistance of Counsel for the
EoP Applicants; and have written to various Judges, lawyers and paralegals asking them
whether they would consider being EoP Applicants legal counsel [PDF]. I have not received
any positive responses.
I can send you an invitation; if or when I decide to resume attempting to find professional
qualified Assistance of Counsel for the EoP Applicants.
An EoP international law social contract is not the most important necessity on my Military
Necessity list.
I have lived a life that has been pretty close to or below ecological carrying capacity limits: I
have not bred any children; and consumed close to or below ecological carrying capacity
limits; and spent most of my adult life attempting to educate humans to breed and consume
below ecological carrying capacity limits; not only in words; but also in actions; some of
which has resulted in me being placed into prison and mental institutions; for my efforts. So
I have no guilt about the rape of the planet. Allot of sadness yes: but no guilt.
I have been ready to depart this planet for 14 years; I have simply had one simple request; to
spend two years in a village in Siberia with the man I love before we depart the planet
together.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
.
______________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:08 AM
To: 'Dignitas'
Cc: 'Timothy McVeigh'
Subject: Req for Info: Application for Reduction / Exemption of Membership & Assisted Suicide Fees

DIGNITAS
P. O. Box 17
8127 Forch
Switzerland
Tel: +41 43 366 10 70 | Fax: +41 43 366 10 79
Dignitas (dignitas@dignitas.ch)
Req for Info: Application for Reduction / Exemption of Membership & Assisted Suicide Fees
I have read your brochure and understand the following:
In order to access Dignitas service of an assisted suicide, I have to: (a) be a member of
DIGNITAS, and (b) be of sound judgement, and (c) possess a minimum level of physical
mobility: sufficient to self-administer the drug.
Because the co-operation of a Swiss medical doctor is absolutely vital in obtaining the
required drug, further prerequisites mean that I must have (a) a disease which will lead to

death: terminal illness, and/or (b) an unendurable incapacitating disability, and/or (c)
unbearable and uncontrollable pain.
A personal, signed letter to DIGNITAS, preferably typed, in which the member asks for an
accompanied suicide with the help of DIGNITAS. The letter must state the reason(s) for
making the request and must describe the member’s present physical condition and how it
affects them:


A biographical sketch describing my situation with respect to my next of kin.
Dignitas and the doctors assessing my request will use this information to get a clear
picture of my personal background and family circumstances.



One or more up-to-date medical reports together with two or three older ones. These
reports must provide substantial information on the case history, diagnosis, and - if
possible - actual and suggested treatment / measures as well as prognosis. The most
recent report must not be more than three to four months old, and all reports must
be clearly legible. Pictures, such as x-ray films etc., and laboratory analyses should
not be included.

Membership & Assisted Suicide Fees & Exemptions:
I am not currently a member; and request exemption under ‘modest economic circumstances’
statutory provisions.
I understand to become a member I need to pay one-off joining fee: CHF 200 and minimum
annual member fee: CHF 80; and should only pay these fees once my membership
registration has been confirmed.
Alternatively Dignitas statutes make provision for a reduction of - or even complete
exemption from - membership fees for members who live under modest economic
circumstances: this provision also applies to the additional contributions associated with
preparing and completing an assisted suicide. However, it is essential that any reduction of
or exemption from contributions is discussed and agreed beforehand between the member
and Dignitas.
I personally do live under very modest economic circumstances, and if possible request an
application form to apply for reduction and/or exemption of membership and assisted suicide
fees.

Sound Judgement:
I am of reasonable sound judgement.

Physical Mobility :
I possess the required minimum level of physical mobility.

Disease, Disability or Pain :
The most applicable factor would be unbearable pain.

I can confirm that for a long time, extremely aggravated since 2001 I have experienced and
continue to experience unbearable sadness pain.
I request Dignitas to help me to die in dignity by means of assisted suicide.
I understand that you require a personal signed letter; with much more detailed information
and evidence in support of such information; after I am confirmed as a member.
Could you clarify what information you require to make a decision about ‘modest economic
circumstances’ reduction and/or exemption?
Do I need to provide you with my personal signed letter before my modest economic
circumstances request for reduction and/or exemption of membership and assisted suicide
fees is resolved?
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539
South Africa

